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ABSTRACT

A program, developed for digital personal computers, that simulates
the dynamics of the inner region of a steam drum with saturated or
superheated steam, leading to four possible steam / water states.
By combining the linearized, small signal equations for each state, a
non-linear model, about a reference condition, is developed. The
equa.tions are implemented using TUTSIMdigital program. The
thermal properties of steam and water are obtained over the
pressure range of interest by simple approximations to steam
tables.

Keywords: Steam Drum, BWR Dynamics, Energy and Mass
Balance.

Figure 1 Simplified schematic of steam arum

CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
The steam drum for BWRnuclear power

plants has been simulated by two regions
and separated moving boundary in between.
The basic equations are taken from
References 1-3. They are derived for small
changes about a reference (or steady state)
condition. The nomenclature is given at the
end of the paper. The symbol ~ means "a
change in" while symbols without ~ imply
reference conditions. The change in
saturation enthalpies is given by subtracting
~hs and ~hw from Equations 1 and 2
respectively. Using these equations, the
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INTRODUCTION

A steam drum is a major component of adirect cycle boiling light water cooled
(BWL)nuclear power plant. This describes
the small signal (perturbation) simulation of
the inner region of such steam drum. The
data of the Gentilly LW-250plant are used
to generate a standard test case. For the
steam drum under consideration, steam and
water under saturation conditions enter the
inner c1I1tm region from the separators.
Steam leaves the drum to power the
turbine, and water is fed back to the reactor
via the inlet header.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The basic assumptions used are:
1. No heat transfer occurs between the

vessel materials and the fluids, nor
between phases, other than by flashing or
condensation. Figure 1 shows the
simplified schematic diagram of the BWR
steam drum, and the different flow rates
used in the mathematical model analysis.

2 Steam can exist only in the saturated or
superheated state, while water can exist
only in the saturated or subcooled state.
Neither supersaturated steam nor
superheated water is permitted.

3. Instantaneous mixing occurs within each
phase independently.
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.steam and water enthalpies have been
obtained, in the case when the upper steam
and the lower water are not saturated, these
equations are given by :

'D ~ =Ug(L\Wgd -L\W2)+Uf(L\Wfd -L\W7)

+ Cds( &g - &s) + Cdw( &f - Mw)

Where

(11)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(12)

(13)

dMw 1 ( ) d!¥J--=-!1h -/j,h +u-
dt T I'" Idtw

Where

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The approximation in Equation 13 is
very good due to the small compressibility of
water. In Equation 11, D is one of the four
constants, depending on whether the steam
is saturated or superheated and whether the
water is saturated or subcooled. This is
illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1 VALUESOF D

Steam
aturated
,+02
1+0.

The values of D1 to D4are given by:

(8)

The steam and water enthalpies, when
saturated are given by :

D} = f}MW

D2 = f2Ms

dOf
D3 =--ofMw

dhf

D4 = -Ogf3Ms

(9)

(10)

Where·

(7 U

(7 h

(~- u )d P g

As explained in Reference 1, saturation of
water is equivalent to setting cs = O. In other
words, Equations 5 and 6 are equivalent to
Equations 9 and 10, respectively, if cs, cw
equal zero. The pressure is given by: f 3

U s

~-
h fg

(7 U s I +(7 P h

~
d P
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In practice D3 can be ignored, as it is
negligibly small compared to D1, D2and D4.
The rate of change of water mass in the
drum is given by:

Where I~Wcon= -Cdg ~~p If the steam is
saturated
=0 if the steam is superheated

r d~p
and ~1f11 = -Cdf dt-

if the water is saturated
= 0 if the water is subcooled

hg=2.7ge6+ 8.98e-3 - 1.62e-9p2 (0.1%)
hf = 7.47e3 + 9.85e-2 p - 3.43e-9 p2 (0.2%)
hfg= 1.e9 j (476+2.68e-5 p) (0.2%)
Vg= 2.0ge5jp - 2.46e-3 (0.4%)
Vf= 1.12e-3 +3.3e-ll p (0.1%)
Vfg= 2.1e5jp - 3.97e-3 (0.5%)

~ =(0.01%/ p-23,:£-9-l26e-1Sp)hjg (0.3%)

:: =(0.01%/ p-2.3,:£-9-126:?-lSp)hfg(1.6%)
fl = (0.0804jp+2.05e-8)vfg (0.3%)
f2= (0.847jp+2.05e-8)vfg (0.3%)
dVg

dh =2.6ge-11+S.217e-17p (0.4%)1

~ I = (232-111'i?- 7p+ 526e-15P') ~ji (1.0%)Sp '!8

Thus

Where the asterisk (*) indicates that the
variable is switched in under the
appropriate condition and where :

The following equations
approximations to superheated
properties over the range 3.5 :s; p
MNjm2and up to 25 C of superheat.

are
steam
:s; 7.5

TEST PROBLEM
Using the data for Getilly BLW-250as a

standard case [3), the TUTSIM package is
used to solve the system of Equations 1to 13
with addition to the steam saturated and
superheated properties. To test this
simulation, a pressure controller is required
to prevent the pressure from drifting off. It is
a low-gain, proportional-plus-integral
controller designed to have a little effecton
the transient results. The disturbing
function ~ W is also entered in the• S

simulation circuit.
To prevent the mass of water ~Mwfrom

drifting off its amplifier is temporarily short
circuited (via switch). The flowdisturbance
~Ms is resulting in the nearly sinsoidal
disturbance of the net steam inflow(~Mgd
~M2 . The results are shown in Figure 2.
Three conditions occur during the cycle:

( dh)mCdg = Vg - d g h Srp fg

(dhl ) mwCdf = d-V1 hrp Ig

Two conditions are necessary to
maintain drum level, pressure and the mass
of steam constant under steady state
conditions, i.e.

STEAM AND WATER PROPERTIES
The following equations are

apPI'Oximations to saturated steam and
saturated water properties over the range
3.5 :s; p:S;7.5 MNjm2. The saturated steam
properties equations and maximum errors
are shown in brackets following each
equation [1,6]:

f3 = -1j 1.26 P (1.0%)
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1. Saturated steam - saturated water
2. Superheated steam - subcooled water
3. Saturated steam - subcooled water

The third condition (saturated steam 
subcooled water) exists for only a brief
period because the steam and water time
constants Ts and Tw are nearly equal. The
fourth possible condition (superheated
steam saturated water) never occurs
because Ts < Tw •

Figures 2-a to 2-c illustrate the response
of BWR steam drum to the sinusiodal
variation of net steam inflow. Figure 2-b
shows the change in steam drum pressure,
which is varying in the same trained as
steam inflow. Figure 2-c shows the change
in water mass, which decreases linearly for a
certain period of time and remains constant
to the period when the pressure starts to
decrease again.
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Figure 2-b The pressure (kP.) versus the time (sec)
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:1'lgure 2-a The net steam inflow (kg/ sec) versus the
time (sec)
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Figure 2-c Water mass (kg) versUs the time (sec)
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, boiling water reactor

steam drum model was investigated. In this
model, various upper and lower conditions
was tested. These conditions are saturated,
sub-cooled water in the lower region. The
main factor affecting the steam drum
dynamics is the amount of steam in/ outflow
to the steam drum. The suggested model is
suitable to cope with the overall boiling
water reactor plant dynamics, in which the
steam flow to the steam drum is directly
affected by the overall plant transients.
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NOMENCLATURE
Calculated coefficient which
depends on drum properties
Denominator of equation and
consisting of D 1 to D4.
Calculated coefficient which
depends on pressure only.
Saturated water enthalpy (J /kg)
Enthalpy ditference between
steam and water
Saturated steam enthalpy (J /kg)
Steam entha1py (J /kg)
Water enthalpy (J/kg)
Arbitrary constant
Mass of steam in drum (kg)
Mass of water in drum (kg)
Pressure, (N/m2)
Mixing time constant of steam
(sec)
Mixing time constant of water
(sec)
Specific volume of saturated

Vrg

Vg

Vs

VW

W2

W7

Wean

Wgd
Wrd

Wn

water (m3/kg)
Specific volume difference
between saturated steam and
water (m3/kg)
Specific volume of saturated
steam (m3/kg)
Specific volume steam (m3/Kg)
Specific volume of water (m3/ Kg)
Steam flow to turbine (Kg/ s)
Water flow to inlet header (Kg/s)
Condensation rate (Kg/ s)
Steam flow into drum (Kg/ s)
Water flow into drum (Kg/ s)
Flashing rate (Kg/ s)
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